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AH-1W Cobra from HMLA-367 flying a CAS mission over Fallujah.
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n April 2008, the Marines and sailors
of HMLA-367, Scarface, returned
to Al Taqaddum Airbase, Iraq for their
third rotation since the end of OIF
I, in order to assume responsibility
for AH-1 and UH-1 coverage in the
MNF-W area of operations. After a few
weeks of turnover with the “Vipers” of
HMLA-169, on 7 May 2008, a transfer
of authority took place and Scarface
picked up the mission for a seven
month period. In true Scarface fashion,
the Marines hit the ground running
and were able to pick up the tasking
without a gap in coverage under a new
temporary callsign: BARBARIAN.
The mission in Al Anbar has changed
significantly since March of 2004,
when HMLA-775 first began to operate from the Al Taqaddum airfield.
Gone are the days of seemingly endless CASEVAC escort missions and
immediate responses to calls to support
troops in contact. It is now rare for
an aircraft to return to the line having
expended all, or any for that matter, of
its ordnance. The stability in the region,
credited to the hard work of those units
who came before us, has dramatically
reduced the demand for kinetic fires.
The lion’s share of our missions are
either visual reconnaissance or leaders
orientation flights.
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With the reduction in kinetic engagements in Al Anbar, the Army requested
our assistance for the months of May,
June and July supporting operations
in the Baghdad area (MND-B area of
operations). Our support was named
operation “Vigilant Guardian” and
was designed to reduce the amount of
indirect fire received by forces in the
Green Zone.
In addition to standard rocket and
mortar IDF, a new and lethal tactic

IRAM devices. While on station, we
also provided close air support to elements of both the Iraqi and US Army,
as they began to clear the downtown
neighborhoods in both Sadr City and
the Schulla District.
Because of the increased number of
hours required to support the Vigilant
Guardian mission, we had to pull our
UH-1 aircraft back from Al Qaim, and
we left 3 AH-1s there to accomplish the
mission out to the west.

“Gone are the days of seemingly endless CASEVAC escort missions and
immediate responses to calls to support troops in contact. It is now rare for
an aircraft to return to the line having expended all, or any for that matter,
of its ordnance.”
was being utilized against coalition
forces in that region. Improvised
Rocket Assisted Mortars--or IRAM
devices--were being employed
against friendly FOBs and needed to
be neutralized. These IRAMs were
basically large trucks that could be
parked near friendly locations and be
used as launching devices for homemade rockets. A poor man’s Multiple
Launch Rocket System, if you will.
For 15 hours a day, our assets found
themselves working directly for Army
JTACs, observing avenues of approach
and common staging areas for these

In the desert, HMLA units are in
high-demand and the squadrons, by
design, have the ability to split up
into multiple detachments. Scarface
deployed with 20 Cobras and 10 Hueys
(assigned a couple of extra aircraft on
the books due to depot level maintenance requirements) to Al Taqaddum,
Iraq, a location about 35 miles due
west of Baghdad. HMLA units typically move some aircraft to the desert,
but not all, depending on maintenance
cycles and requirements. In 2007,
civilian maintainers went to Iraq and
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now perform some moderate depotlevel maintenance on the aircraft there.
Many aircraft remain in theater since
they are already in place; and the aircraft are essentially swapped between
units (often one west coast and one east
coast unit are deployed, making the
aircraft swapping fairly convenient).
In the desert, Cobras and Hueys can
usually be found flying within two-ship
flights so crews can keep an eye on
each other, should one aircraft happen
to come under fire. Standard loadouts for each Cobra in theater include
Hellfire and TOW missiles, rockets
and 20mm. Standard loadouts for the
Hueys include primarily crew-served
weapons. Challenges include working
in extreme heat and weathering dust
storms. The heat affects flying performance and can be fatiguing to support
personnel.
The squadron initially set up a
detachment outside of the village of
Al Qaim in the Al Anbar Province
with enough personnel and equipment to support up to three Cobras
and two Hueys. As consolidation
within the theater began occurring, the
det was moved to COP Rawah (COP
= Combat Outpost), a location that
provided better support to the Marine
Corps ground units working along
the Euphrates River, and later to COP
Korean Village, in order to support
units monitoring Syrian border activity.
The unit’s primary mission throughout was to support the ground forces
with Close Air Support (CAS), ground

The Scarface hangar at Al Taqaddum Airbase.

convoy escort, airborne CASEVAC
escort, and reconnaissance for commanders. Later in the deployment,
action in Afghanistan flared up which
led to commanders there to look at
which aviation assets operating in the
now stable Al Anbar province could be
reallocated from Iraq to Afghanistan.
Eventually, some east coast Cobras
operating out of Al Asad moved to
Afghanistan which led to Scarface
picking up a greater area of responsibility within the Iraq Theater. In order
to accomplish this, the Barbarians
began operating a second detachment
which worked out of a couple of very
remote locations in both the northern
and southern “security areas” of Al
Anbar. These areas were suspected to

HMLA-369 squadron spaces at Al Taqaddum.

be facilitating insurgent smuggling of
personnel and weapons, and the goal of
Marines was to deny these areas to the
insurgents by establishing a consistent
ground and air presence. As one can
imagine, all of this moving around and
operating simultaneously at multiple
locations was both a logistical and
command challenge. When Scarface
departed Iraq in the fall of 2008, they
were replaced by another west coast
HMLA, HMLA-369 “Gunfighters.”
The Super Cobras typically experienced a higher mission readiness
rate than the squadron’s older and
less-powerful N-model Hueys, since
they proved to be less maintenanceintensive in the extreme Iraqi heat
continued...
which occurred in the

Barbarian Cobra on deck in the well-named
LZ Crossed Swords, Baghdad.
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HMLA-367 at Al Taqaddum

Marines of HMLA-367 at Al Taqaddum Air Base.

summer of 2008. This situation may
prove to be reversed during Scarface’s
next deployment, since the N-models
will at that time have all been replaced
by the new and improved UH-1Y
“Yankee” models.
Since the return from Iraq, the
squadron continues to conduct training
to prepare for the next rotation. This
includes aircraft commander (UHC/
AHC) qualifications, instructor designations, WTI qualifications, and flight
leadership training.
Now halfway through preparation
for the next deployment, the political

landscape is continually changing. The
biggest challenge is realizing that operations can change from low intensity,
visual reconnaissance to high intensity
troops in contact at a moment’s notice.
You must be continually ready to make
the shift, which the Marines of Scarface are fully prepared to execute.
Exciting times has been the best way
to describe what’s in store for HMLA
units. Not only are these dynamic
units more in demand than ever, but
they are also starting to receive some
much-needed new equipment and are
getting renewed attention. Scarface is

Missions are often flown over the Shulla District in Baghdad.
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the first full squadron to begin receiving a full compliment of the new
UH-1Y ‘Yankee’ Huey, replacing all of
the older UH-1N models. In the next
several years, the unit will also receive
the AH-1Z ‘Zulu’ Cobra, a four-bladed
and glass-cockpit improved model
of the proven AH-1W. With the new
aircraft coming online and the need for
more HMLA units to deploy, three new
HMLA units will also be standing up.
As HMLA units transition to the
Yankee and Zulus, they will operate
with fewer Whiskey Cobras while at
home, since there will be more HMLA
units to spread the aircraft across. This
situation will eventually be corrected
as more and more of the new aircraft
arrive at the fleet units.
An exciting development in Scarface’s future is a possible move to
Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii, in 2012 as part
of the HMLA restructuring process.
This will place -367 closer to the tip of
the spear for any short-notice situations that arise in the Pacific. The Super
Cobra, in the form of the AH-1Z, will
continue to soldier on for decades to
follow. Whiskeys will be sent to Bell
Helicopter facilities for an almost
complete rebuild and upgrade process,
to emerge months later as AH-1Zs.
From both a commander’s and ground
troop’s perspective, the importance of
the aircraft is of utmost value, and the
proven Snake will often remain to be a
weapon of choice.

